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Abstract. The paper is oriented to introduce different dimension reduction
methods in the text document retrieval area. First, the mostly used text
document retrieval models are described, and then in second part the analytical
approach and neural network approaches to dimension reduction of keyword
space are described. Dimension reduction methods reduce keyword space into
much smaller size together with retaining similarity on the highest possible
level. The result of dimension reduction of text documents is saving memory
space used for document representation.
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1 Introduction
The Internet is full of electronic documents in different formats. We consider here
documents in the HTML and/or XML format. We use them from the reason that they
can be shared by different applications and they can be easily processed to obtain
collection of documents for retrieval.
The documents are first downloaded from the internet. Then they are preprocessed
to obtain retrievable collection of documents from the downloaded documents. When
they are preprocessed, the inner representation of them is obtained to be able to use
them for retrieval process. The system, which is able to return relevant document to
the user query, is called information retrieval system.
The information retrieval process resides in the ability of system to return relevant
documents when user enters query to this system. Query can be in different formats. It
can be a keyword, a phrase in natural language, a pattern, etc. Information retrieval
system processes the user query, creates the inner representation of it and on the base
of comparison of query representation and document representation obtains the
similarity of the document to the query. When the similarity is greater than some
threshold value, the document is returned as relevant.
The paper is divided in the following parts. In the second part, the preprocessing
methods are reviewed, in the third part the basic types of information retrieval
systems are introduced and in the fourth part the dimension reduction methods are
described.

2

Document preprocessing

Document preprocessing can be realized in two steps. First, the stop word removal
is performed and second, the keywords are obtained by the Porter’s algorithm.
2.1

Stop Word Removal

The documents obtained in the HTML of XML format must be firstly preprocessed
to obtain representation, which is processable by the information retrieval system.
First step in preprocessing is removing stop words. In this step the stop words, which
have no semantic meaning and all non processable symbols are removed from
documents. After stop word removal only indexable words are retained in the
documents.
2.2

Porter’s Algorithm

Porter’s algorithm comes out of the document representation, in which only
keywords are retained. These keywords have different shape and it is needed to retain
only root base of the words. This is the role of Porter’s algorithm. Porter’s algorithm
modifies the keywords by removing the suffixes to obtain the root base of keywords
suitable for inner document representation.

3 The Information Retrieval Models
For information retrieval three parts of information retrieval model are needed.
They are the inner document representation, inner query representation, and the
manner of obtaining similarity of document to the query.
The three most used information retrieval models are described below, the Boolean
Model, Vector Space Model, and Language model.
3.1 Boolean Model
In the Boolean model [11], all elements of the term-document matrix are either 1,
to indicate presence of the term in the document or 0, to indicate absence of the term
in the document. A query q is a conventional Boolean expression of index terms.
Similarity of query q and document d is obtained by the formula:
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑑𝑗 , 𝑞 =

1 𝑖𝑓 ∃𝑐 𝑞 |𝑐 𝑞 = 𝑐 𝑑𝑗
0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Where 𝑐 𝑞 is any of the query conjunctive components, and 𝑐 𝑑𝑗
corresponding document conjunctive component.

is

3.2 Vector Space Model
In the Vector Space Model [8, 11], each document from the document collection is
represented as a vector of keywords. The whole document collection is represented as
a matrix called the Vector Space Model matrix. Vector Space Model Matrix has the
form

𝑋=

𝑥11
𝑥21
…
𝑥𝑚1

𝑥12
𝑥22
…
𝑥𝑚2

⋯ 𝑥1𝑛
… 𝑥2𝑛
⋱
…
… 𝑥𝑚𝑛

where each column represents the document keyword vector and each row
represents vector of frequencies of particular keyword in each of documents.
Query in Vector Space Model is represented as a vector of keywords
𝑞 = 𝑞1

…

𝑞𝑚

The similarity between the document and the query is computed by
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑑𝑗 , 𝑞 = 𝑞 × 𝑑𝑗

3.3 Language Model
A document in language model is represented as a sequence of words [11]
𝑑𝑗 = 𝑥1 𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑡
where 𝑡 is number of words in document 𝑑𝑗 .
The similarity of document to the query can be expressed by
𝑃𝑢𝑛𝑖 𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑡3 = 𝑃 𝑡1 𝑃 𝑡2 𝑃 𝑡3
for unigram model and
𝑃𝑏𝑖 𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑡3 = 𝑃 𝑡1 𝑃 𝑡2 |𝑡1 𝑃 𝑡3 |𝑡2
for bigram model where 𝑃 . is the probability of terms in the judged document.
In rest of the paper we’ll come out from Vector Space Model on which we’ll apply
different dimension reduction methods.

4 Dimension reduction methods
The size of document collections is very often huge and in most cases it is efficient
to reduce this size. In this paper we focus on the dimension reduction of the keyword
space where we replace keywords with much less dimensional features, which will
retain the most of similarity and occupy much less space when they are stored on the
disk.
The described methods are divided into two parts. First part is analytical method to
dimension reduction of the document collection. The analytical method uses Singular
Value Decomposition to reduce the keyword space. Other two described methods use
neural networks for dimension reduction of document space. One is based on using
Hebbian neural network with Oja learning rule. The second method uses
autoassociative neural network.
4.1 The Analytical Approach – Latent Semantic Indexing Model
Latent semantic indexing [1, 2, 4, 6] model uses singular value decomposition to
divide VSM matrix into three matrices:
𝑋 = 𝑈𝑆𝑉 𝑇
Where U is the matrix of left singular vectors, S is the diagonal matrix of positive
singular values and V is the matrix of right singular vectors.
The next step is dimension reduction. Matrices are reduced to
𝑋𝑅 = 𝑈𝑟 𝑆𝑟 𝑉𝑟𝑇
and the reduced document and query representation is obtained as
𝑑𝑟 = 𝑑𝑈𝑟 𝑆𝑟−1
𝑞𝑟 = 𝑞𝑈𝑟 𝑆𝑟−1
The similarity of the reduced document 𝑑𝑟 and reduced query 𝑞𝑟 is computed by
product
𝑠𝑖𝑚 𝑑𝑟 , 𝑞𝑟 = 𝑑𝑟 𝑞𝑟

4.2 Hebbian Neural Network with Oja Learning Rule
The first neural network approach to dimension reduction is by Hebbian neural
network with Oja learning rule [3, 5, 7, 9]. It is unsupervised two-layer neural
network with m neurons on the input layer and r neurons on the output layer. m
represents number of keywords in the VSM matrix and r represents number of
features after dimension reduction.

Training is given by these formulas
𝑦𝑗 =

𝑤𝑘𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝑖

𝑤𝑘𝑖 𝑡 + 1 = 𝑤𝑘𝑖 𝑡 + 𝛾 𝑡 𝑦𝑘𝑗 −

𝑦𝑘𝑝 𝑤𝑝𝑖
𝑝

where 𝑦𝑗 is the jth output neuron 𝑤𝑘𝑖 is the weight between k-th input neuron and
i-th output neuron, and 𝛾 𝑡 is learning parameter.
Reduced representations of documents and query are computed as
𝑚

𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑑 =

𝑤𝑘𝑖 𝑑𝑖
𝑖=1
𝑚

𝑞𝑟𝑒𝑑 =

𝑤𝑘𝑖 𝑞𝑖
𝑖=1

The similarity between document and query is computed as in LSI model by
equation (X).
After training Hebbian neural network wit Oja learning rule, the documents are
passed on the input layer and reduced document representations appear on the output
layer.
4.3 Autoassociative Neural Network
Autoassociative neural network is unsupervised three-layer neural network that
uses backpropagation learning rule [3, 5, 7, 10]. Its input and output layer have n
neurons and hidden layer has m neurons. m is number of keywords in the VSM matrix
and r is number of features after dimension reduction.
Training is performed by backpropagation learning rule where on the input is
passed the document or query vector and is compared with the same document or
query vector on the output layer. So, as the expected output which is required by
backpropagation serves the input vector.
After training the reduced representations of documents are obtained by
multiplying the input vector with weights W between input and middle layer
𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑑𝑊
𝑞𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑞𝑊
and the similarity between d and q is computed by (x).

5 Experiments
Methods presented in this paper were tested on different document collections. For
verifying the correctness of these methods, experiments were made on the artificial

document collections and for verifying applicability in practice, experiments were
made on the real collections of documents acquired from Reuters collection.
It was also shown, that F-measure is high even for small dimensions to which the
VSM matrix is reduced. On artificial document collection, by dimension reduction
from dimension 80 to dimension 6, by using the neural networks described above, the
precision, Recall and F-measure were equal 1.
One disadvantage of using neural network approaches is that they are not precise
after each training, because the weights are on the beginning of training chosen
randomly. It is recommended to train the neural network more times and choose the
networks with highest F-measure for that collection.

6 Conclusions
All experiments show that used dimension reduction methods are applicable in
information retrieval area, and that with growing dimension the precision, recall and
F-measure grows to value 1.
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